PILLOWS
HAND-EMBROIDERED
18” x 18”

WAVES
cream/gold rayon

ACROBAT
cream/oyster/gold rayon

FAUNA
oyster/oyster

TABLA OUTLINED
cream/gold rayon/oyster

CAROUSEL
cream/gold rayon/oyster

RIC RAK
oyster/gold rayon/cream

RIC RAK
cream/oyster/gold rayon

LANDSCAPE
oyster/gold rayon/cream

STATIC
cream/oyster/gold rayon

TABLA
oyster/cream/gold rayon

CASCADE
cream/gold rayon/oyster

WAVES
smoke/cream
PILLOWS
HAND-EMBROIDERED
18” x 18”

TABLA
lilac/cream/oyster

CELINE
cream/lilac/oyster

ACROBAT
lilac/oyster/cream

STREAMERS
lilac/cream/oyster

LANGSCAPE
cream/black/oyster

RIC RAK
cream/oyster/black

CELINE
black/oyster/cream

FAUNA
cream/black

TABLA
cream/black/smoke

WAVES
black/cream

WAVES
cream/black

SEEDS
black/cream/smoke

HAND-EMBROIDERED CHAINSTITCH, 18” X 18”, 100% NEW ZEALAND WOOL, CANVAS OVERLAY BACKING, DOWN-FEATHER STUFFER
HAND-EMBROIDERED CHAINSTITCH, 18” X 18”, 100% NEW ZEALAND WOOL, CANVAS OVERLAY BACKING, DOWN-FEATHER STUFFER

ARBOR
hunter/cream/oyster

CELINE
hunter/cream/oyster

STREAMERS
navy/cream/oyster

ARBOR
navy/oyster/cream

FAUNA
merlot/oyster/cream

TABLEA
merlot/oyster/cream

LOOP
merlot/cream/oyster

HORIZON
cream/gold rayon/smoke/iron

FAUNA
coral/oyster/cream

STREAMERS
coral/cream/oyster

SPRAY
coral/cream/oyster

NECKLACE
smoke/cream/gold rayon
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PILLOWS
PRINTED ON LINEN
18” x 18”

RIC RAK
linen/purple/bark/aubergine/mint

CELINE
linen/purple/mint

CELINE
linen/aubergine/bark

BIG CAROUSEL
linen/purple

BIG CAROUSEL
linen/marine

CELINE
linen/marine/bark

CELINE
linen/marine/yellow/navy/lime

RIC RAK
linen/coral/bark

RIC RAK
linen/coral/yellow/guava

BIG CAROUSEL
linen/coral

HAND-PRINTED ON LINEN, 18” X 18”, LINEN BACKING, HIDDEN ZIPPER, 5/95 DOWN/FEATHER STUFFER
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LINEN WITH RAYON EMBROIDERY, 18” X 18”, LINEN BACKING, HIDDEN ZIPPER, 5/95 DOWN/FEATHER STUFFER
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Our rugs and runners are available in either a chainstitch embroidery or hand-knotted technique. The chainstitch rugs are hand-embroidered using 100% New Zealand wool and have a canvas backing. The hand-knotted rugs are made with Tibetan wool at 100 knots per square inch and can be blended with silk to create a luminous finish.
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Our rugs and runners are available in either a chainstitch embroidery or hand-knotted technique. The chainstitch rugs are hand-embroidered using 100% New Zealand wool and have a canvas backing. The hand-knotted rugs are made with Tibetan wool at 100 knots per square inch and can be blended with silk to create a luminous finish.
Our rugs and runners are available in either a chainstitch embroidery or hand-knotted technique. The chainstitch rugs are hand-embroidered using 100% New Zealand wool and have a canvas backing. The hand-knotted rugs are made with Tibetan wool at 100 knots per square inch and can be blended with silk to create a luminous finish.
Our rugs and runners are available in either a chainstitch embroidery or hand-knotted technique. The chainstitch rugs are hand-embroidered using 100% New Zealand wool and have a canvas backing. The hand-knotted rugs are made with Tibetan wool at 100 knots per square inch and can be blended with silk to create a luminous finish.

**RUGS**
Our rugs and runners are available in either a chainstitch embroidery or hand-knotted technique. The chainstitch rugs are hand-embroidered using 100% New Zealand wool and have a canvas backing. The hand-knotted rugs are made with Tibetan wool at 100 knots per square inch and can be blended with silk to create a luminous finish.
Our rugs and runners are available in either a chainstitch embroidery or hand-knotted technique. The chainstitch rugs are hand-embroidered using 100% New Zealand wool and have a canvas backing. The hand-knotted rugs are made with Tibetan wool at 100 knots per square inch and can be blended with silk to create a luminous finish.
Our rugs and runners are available in either a chainstitch embroidery or hand-knotted technique. The chainstitch rugs are hand-embroidered using 100% New Zealand wool and have a canvas backing. The hand-knotted rugs are made with Tibetan wool at 100 knots per square inch and can be blended with silk to create a luminous finish.
Our rugs and runners are available in either a chainstitch embroidery or hand-knotted technique. The chainstitch rugs are hand-embroidered using 100% New Zealand wool and have a canvas backing. The hand-knotted rugs are made with Tibetan wool at 100 knots per square inch and can be blended with silk to create a luminous finish.
Our rugs and runners are available in either a chainstitch embroidery or hand-knotted technique. The chainstitch rugs are hand-embroidered using 100% New Zealand wool and have a canvas backing. The hand-knotted rugs are made with Tibetan wool at 100 knots per square inch and can be blended with silk to create a luminous finish.
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Our rugs and runners are available in either a chainstitch embroidery or hand-knotted technique. The chainstitch rugs are hand-embroidered using 100% New Zealand wool and have a canvas backing. The hand-knotted rugs are made with Tibetan wool at 100 knots per square inch and can be blended with silk to create a luminous finish.

ROSETTE  claret/pewter silk/parchment silk/ claret silk

GLITTER  clove/cream silk/clove silk/fig silk

STENCIL  fig/parchment/oyster

CLUSTER  cream/blonde/gold rayon chain stitch

CELINE  robin/cream silk/pewter silk/ pewter

CELINE  cream/pewter silk/robin silk/robin

SPRAY  pewter/cream/pewter silk

FAUNA  blonde/melon/coral
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Fabric is 100% linen, 56 inches in width, with hand-embroidered motifs in a silk blend thread. Custom colors, styles, and fabrics (including your own fabric) are available to suit your needs. Embroidered yardage can be made into bedcovers, curtain panels, or sewn to your specifications for custom projects. Fabric is available in running yardage. Lead time is 12-16 weeks.
FAUNA
sahara/mint/ocean/pollen
$600/yd.

FAUNA
sand/melon/coral/chocolate
$600/yd.

OPEN SQUARES
white/taupe/rust
$350/yd.

OPEN SQUARES
chocolate/chocolate/seafoam
$350/yd.

SWIRL
ivory/olive/ocean
$500/yd.

SWIM
white/ice blue/tangerine/seafoam
$550/yd.

BOXSTEP
red/kiwi/rust/celery
$650/yd.

BOXSTEP
cream/mint/taupe/beige
$650/yd.

VINES
robin blue/chocolate
$500/yd.

FISH
navy/ochre/rust/taupe
$650/yd.

NECKLACE
ivory/pink/berry
$700/yd.

NECKLACE
ivory/lime/aqua/tropical blue
$700/yd.
CUSTOM

Curtains for Amy Lau Design

Stair runner for Robert Kahn Architect

Custom rug for Amy Lau Design

Banquettes and cushions for Indochine Restaurant